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Site Overview 

The Oasis Travel Roanoke project located off 
Interstate 95 is a public charger filling a gap on the 
interstate corridor.  The Oasis Travel Roanoke 
project was one of the thirty-three Direct Current 
(DC) Fast infrastructure projects selected for 
funding in Phase 1 of the NC Volkswagen (VW) 
Settlement Program. This project received a Phase 
1 VW award of $61,884 for the installation of the 
DC Fast charging infrastructure.  The site is located 
in a rural area with no access to three-phase power.  
To handle the power requirement at the site phase 
conversion technology is used to convert single 
phase power into three-phase power.  A “phase 
converter” creates a third line of voltage (a third sine 
wave) allowing three-phase power to be possible in 
locations with only single phase power available.  

This was done with a solution from Edge Energy model EdgeEV70.  The site was installed by 
Roanoke Electric Cooperative featuring 2 50kW chargers from ChargePoint. 

DC Fast Charging Infrastructure [Program Information] 

For Phase 1 of the NC VW Settlement program, $3.4 million was available for DC Fast charging 
infrastructure projects and $1.1 million was available for Level 2 charging infrastructure projects.  
Along with the other Phase 1 VW DEQ funded ZEV infrastructure projects to be installed; these 
projects will help create mountains to the coast ZEV routes.  The primary goal is to increase use 
of ZEVs in place of gas-powered cars to mitigate nitrogen oxides, particulate matter, and 
greenhouse gas emissions in the state.  
 

Executive Order 80 
 

North Carolina has committed to allocate the full fifteen percent allowed by the Volkswagen 
consent decree to light duty vehicle charging infrastructure projects and this will help to fulfill one 
of Governor Roy Cooper’s goals of Executive Order 80 (increasing the number of registered, zero-
emission vehicles to at least 80,000 by 2025). Increasing the availability of electric vehicle 
charging infrastructure helps to alleviate range anxiety for drivers of electric vehicles and influence 
more ZEV sales in the state.  
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Additional Program Details 

The North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Air Quality administers the 
$92 million allocation of Volkswagen Mitigation Settlement funds for North Carolina.  This 
project was funded in Phase 1 of the program.  Phase 2 of the program will combine the originally 
planned phases two and three into one final phase with the full fifteen percent allowed allocated 
to ZEV infrastructure projects. The primary goal of the Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) 
Infrastructure Program is to increase use of ZEVs in place of gas-powered cars to mitigate nitrogen 
oxides, particulate matter, and greenhouse gas emissions in the state.  To achieve that goal, the 
program will emphasize adding new ZEV charging infrastructure in underserved areas, extend the 
existing light-duty ZEV infrastructure across the state, encourage intrastate and interstate ZEV 
vehicle usage at North Carolina’s diverse geographic, historic and tourist attractions and highlight 
the environmental benefits of ZEVs.   
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